8" Two-Way In-Ceiling Loudspeaker

R-2800-CSM
With Klipsch’s new R-2800-CSM in-ceiling
loudspeaker, affordable architectural audio
has never sounded so good. Upholding the
same high-performance standards as all
Klipsch products, this summed mono model
employs an 8-inch gray polymer woofer
cone and dual 1-inch soft/silk dome
tweeters so that it can play both left and
right stereo signals with total precision and
clarity.
Perfect for use in bathrooms, closets,
hallways or anywhere else multiple speakers
would be impractical, the R-2800-CSM
brings powerful and dynamic performances
to some of the most difficult installation
locations.
In addition to its amazing sound capabilities,
this in-ceiling speaker is one of the most
easy-to-install products on the market. By
utilizing a proprietary two-screw mounting
solution, the R-2800-CSM ensures a secure
fit that saves time and money.
Available in a white finish, this speaker can
be paired with one of Klipsch’s new
installation kits (sold separately). Each of
these revolutionary kit designs allow for
increased mounting flexibility and
incorporate a mud ring, wire tie and
universal metal mesh wing for multi-position
placement and a color-coded bracket for
easy speaker size identification.

Single speaker accepts two-channel input
Separate tweeters for each channel to maintain stereo effect
■ Weatherized components
■ Time saving two-screw mounting method
■ Paintable to match ceiling
■
■

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

52Hz-20kHz ± 3dB

SENSITIVITY

94dB @ 1 watt/1 meter

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE

8 ohms

CROSSOVER FREQUENCY
POWER HANDLING

3400Hz
50 watts (200 watts peak)

ENCLOSURE MATERIAL/TYPE
DRIVE COMPONENTS

WIRE GAUGE ACCOMMODATED

ABS/ Infinite baffle, front flush with ceiling
Two-way system using dual 1" (2.54cm) silk
dome tweeters and one 8" (20.3cm)
polymer woofer
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WEIGHT

7.9 lbs. (3.6kg)

DIAMETER

11" (27.94cm)

MOUNTING DEPTH

4.5" (11.43cm)

CUTOUT DIMENSIONS

9.75" (24.77cm)

FINISH

White

INSTALLATION KIT

IK-800-C (sold separately)
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